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Improving Your Health
by Improving the

Air You Breathe
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The Best Investment for Energy Efficiency, 
Safety, Comfort, and Health
Without ventilation, homes seal in dust, moisture, odors, bacteria, viruses 
and a wide variety of pollutant gases such as cigarette smoke and solvents 
from cleaning supplies. 

Poor air quality directly affects health

The U.S. EPA now reports that typical indoor air quality is 3 to 5 times 
more polluted than outdoor air. Most people spend over 90% of their 
time indoors, 65% of that at home. Spending more time indoors, 
in tandem with tighter homes, has been linked to a dramatic rise in 
maladies that include: 

  Asthma 

  Allergies 

  Headaches 

  Respiratory irritation 

  Fatigue 

  Nausea 

  Infectious diseases 

  Lung cancer 

  Nervous system problems 

®
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“We initially got a RecoupAerator because there was 
an air quality problem in the house. My daughter
Caitlyn, who’s only three, developed asthma as a 
baby. So I called the Ohio Lung Association, who 
sent me to your site. It’s been two months and Cait-
lyn hasn’t had any problems. Actually, all of us are 
sleeping better. It’s as cheap as running a couple 
light bulbs.”

—Dan, Columbus, OH

“On my first contact with your company I knew that 
I was dealing with a company that actually cared 
about its products and the people who were going 
to use them. Now that it has been six months, I 
want to tell you that I could not be happier. Please 
let everyone in your Sales and Service Department 
know that people do notice and appreciate their 
efforts.”

—John, Rehoboth Beach, DE

Satisfied Customers
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A whole house ventilator that removes stale, contaminated 
indoor air and replaces it with filtered, fresh air from outside, 
creating a healthy  and comfortable environment. It also 
exchanges the heat from the outgoing air to the incoming 
air to conserve energy.

And after installing the  ® one of the first 
things noticed is the reduction in dust in the air, and not 
having to dust as often. Next, an awareness that cooking 
odors (and pet odors) don’t linger in the house; in fact, all 
you’ll smell is “fresh” air. 

The homeowner also remains safe and secure, as the unit 
allows them to close their windows any time, day 
or night, and still receive fresh, filtered, healthy air. 
And the unit includes a standard EconoCool™ feature 
that works like a whole-house attic fan—only better.

®

Indoor Air Quality

®

An Old Concept

“To have pure air, your house must 
be so constructed as that the outer 

asmosphere shall find its way with ease 
to every corner of it. Badly constructed 
houses do for the healthy what badly 
constructed hospitals do for the sick.”

—Florence Nightingale, 1859
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Any home, no matter what its age, benefits from the

®

 ®

. . . even older “leaky” homes have what we 
call “natural” ventilation, which is seasonal 
and dependent on wind and weather. Only 
a mechanical ventilation system like the 
 ® consistently exchanges 

stale air for fresh air year-round and provides 
high-level filtration. 

The  ® installs in any home, whether you have forced-
air heating and cooling or an un-ducted system such as radiant heat 
flooring.  Equipped with a standard air flow control, or with timed 
boost controls to automatically remove excess humidity or CO2.
(Also available from  ®)

Improves Health and Comfort with:

MERV 12 filtration - filters particles as small as 1.8 microns
(allergens, dust mites, pet dander)

Manages both heat and humidity (mitigating mold and mildew)  

Air flow always automatically balanced

Self-adjusting fan speed - perfectly matches air flow requirements

Performs quietly and efficiently with brushless motor technology

Saves Money with:

95% heat recovery - highest rating in the industry 

Lowest electrical footprint 

Lowest cost-of-ownership  

EconoCool™ energy saver - reduces dependency on A/C 

®

Guarantees
Peace of Mind

with Industry Leading
5-Year Warranty
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